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Runes: Spiritual Anchor for the Germanic World                                          

Preface
                    
		"Know you how to carve them? Know you how to read them? 
		Know you how to paint them? Know you how to prove them? 
		Know you how to pray with them? Know you how to blood-
		sacrifice with them? Know you how to send them? Know you 
		how to offer with them? –Poetic Edda"(Osborn 181).      

	These were the Sayings of the High One. Fjolnir repeated the questions aloud. Silently, he answered each question with a yes. Fjolnir was a runemaster. He sat on the snow in the sacred grove, draped in a colorful blue robe. His hands clutched twenty four slender branches of birchwood, each with a rune delicately carved and stained red with blood. No audiences today, just the silence of the trees and the judgement of Odin, the Hanged One. It was very cold, but Fjolnir knew he must suffer. A gift of suffering for the gift of the runes. Fjolnir cleansed his mind of all things and called on the All Father to aid him. He chose a runestave and cast it onto the white ground. It was  , raido, the rune of riding, striving, seeking. Fjolnir smiled and accepted the@# challenge the rune laid before him. A journey of some sort was sure to follow....        




		" 'Runes and charms are very practical formulae designed 
		to produce definite results, such as getting a cow out of 
		a bog' -T.S. Eliot" (Tyson 37). 
	
	Eliot could not have been more accurate in his assessment of the impact of runes upon the daily lives and culture of the Germanic people (Thorsson 5). Runes, however, were not simply utilitarian, a means to an end, as Eliot suggests. Runes were "sublimated pictures" (Cooper 31). They were a constant reminder of the mystical but all too real world in which the Germanic people lived. Runes provide us with the only source of native written culture or mythology. Runes give us a brief glimpse, "isolated details", of a complete and complex society (Ellis Davidson 18). If nothing else runes exemplify the notion that the metaphysical and the mundane were inescapably intertwined in Germanic culture. The spiritual element of the runes cannot be underplayed or ignored. It must be dealt with as an expected, even commonplace part of their society. Through an examination of the historical, mythological, phonetic, symbolic, and functional evolution of the runic script, one can assess the significance of this very basic spiritual connection with culture.      
	The origin of the word rune as well as the writing system that bears its name is a mystery. The Celtic word runo (meaning mystery) seems to reflect the secretive nature of rune rituals (Thorsson 3). The earliest recorded definition of runo, however, is the proto-Germanic form meaning to roar. Many variations on the word can be found throughout Northern Europe. Eventually, runo came to mean secret writing in Old Norse, echoing the Celtic form (Cooper 7). Four main theories surround the birth of the runic script itself: Latin, Greek, Indigenous, and Etruscan. Runes carved on staves or stones were used regularly onward from 50 CE (Thorsson 6). Each theory is based on this date and much historical speculation. The latter two theories have some physical evidence to support their claims.      
	A cursory glance at the futhark, the proper name for the runic script (named for the first six runes in the script much like our alphabet), shows many similarities between Latin letters and runes (Tyson 20). The Latin theory presupposes that Germanic tribes imitated Roman culture. This imitation could have been as early as the second century BCE when the Romans invaded Jutland and the areas surrounding the Danube and Rhine rivers. This mimicry could have then spread along the trade routes into the far reaches of Northern Europe. Unfortunately the first evidence of direct Roman influence is not found until 200 -400 CE (Thorsson 7).      
	The Greek theory posits an earlier period of contact and cultural exchange between the Goths and Hellenic culture along the Black Sea, presumably through trade. There is no evidence to show that these two peoples came into contact before 200 CE (Thorsson 7).      
	Early symbols scrawled on stones and in caves came to represent "the fundamental forces of nature" (Tyson 18).  The roots of the futhark proper can be found in the Hallristringnor carvings from the Stone/Bronze age. Many of these ideograms were picture symbols for early Germanic gods and were also ascribed to the later Norse gods (Cooper 104- 119). These prehistoric abstractions must have provided the precedent for embodying each rune with a particular meaning in and of itself. Some of these ancient pagan names may have survived as the futhark evolved. The futhark still contains references to older gods (  Tir, the chief sky god) and fertility cults (  ,meaning birchwood, used in fertility rituals) (Elliott 60). As a writing system, however, these symbols did not hang together. In order to have coalesced into a complex form of communication, the futhark must have had outside influence (Thorsson 9).      
	The Germanic tribes living in the Alps may have been influenced by the Etruscans. It has been suggested that Germanic mercenaries fighting for the Etruscans could have first assimilated the Etruscan letters with their native ideograms (Tyson 20).       

		"The sequence of twenty four runes of the common German 
		futhark was most likely determined in the main by the 
		North Italic prototype, although modifications, including 
		the insertion of new symbols in certain places must have 
		taken place" (Elliott 59). 

This exchange could have occurred as early as 300 BCE (Thorsson 8). The evidence to support such a claim is a helmet from the second century BCE found in Negau, Austria (Ellis Davidson 57). The runic inscription combines the two written systems and reads: "Harigasti teiwai [to the god Harigast or Teiwaz]" (Thorsson 8). These proto-Germanic gods were called upon for protection on battle.      
	If nothing else, these theories reiterate the uncertain historical foundation upon which all modern rune scholarship is based. Regardless of the exact historical influences, the first organized common Germanic futhark came into existence around 50 CE (Thorsson 11). This original futhark was composed of twenty four runes in a precise predetermined order (the Etruscan order) (Elliott 59). Like Chinese, Hebrew, or hieroglyphs, each rune had a name separate from its phonetic value that embodied its symbolic meaning (Elliott 45). When written the runes were most often divided into three groups of eight. Each grouping was called an aett, meaning group of eight, family, or tribe (Osborn 18). Each aett was named for the first rune in the row. Collectively, runes spelled words which had specific literal meanings. The symbolic significance of runic inscriptions, however, was many layered. Each rune was a part of a symbolic row, part of a word, and a free standing ideogram.      
	The symbolic value of the aettir promoted the class divisions within Germanic society. Though these divisions are symbolically convoluted and not identical to the standard partitions, these levels are in some respects a microcosm of Germanic culture. The priest/kings gave force and direction to their society. The first aett, fehu, contains runes of power ( wealth, strength) and order ( god), qualities of leadership both spiritual and pragmatic. The peasant's needs were especially attuned to the earth, the hostile environment which both threatened and nurtured. Survival depended upon the fertility of the land. The land provided, but the land destroyed as well. The aett of hagalaz is concerned with natural actions and forces which capture the fickle nature of the earth as a source of fecundity and fatality ( hail, ice, hrvest). The warrior was the heart of Germanic society. Priest/kings needed the strength and support of the warriors in order to be credible leaders. The potential for change existed only through the action of warriors. The third aett, teiwaz, contains runes of movement, transcendence, and transformation ( protection in battle, horses, mankind) (Cooper 31,43,51). No rune was mutually exclusive to a certain social strata. A peasant could identify with and use "kingly" runes and kings could seek assistance from "fertility" runes. These divisions added richness and depth to the meaning of each rune within society.      
	By isolating the first six runes, the runes that  comprise the word futhark, one can examine an even deeper  symbolic meaning present in each rune. (see appendix for  full listing of futhark and its meanings)        
	f, feoh, meant wealth. The Germanic people measured wealth by the ownership of domesticated cattle (Thorsson 115).  This was the first rune of the futhark, emphasizing the importance of cattle to a village or homestead. Feoh, therefore, also meant cattle (Elliott 57).        
	u, uruz, literally meant aurochs, a type of wild ox native to Northern Europe at the time. The symbol of the ox was reminiscent of brute strength (Elliott 55). It might have also brought to mind the cow, Audhumla, who brought the god Odin and his brothers Villi and Ve to life (Sturluson 34).        
	th, thurisaz, meant giant or demon. These powerful evil creatures were the foes of the gods and humanity. They appeared in the myths and legend that were passed orally from generation to generation (Thorsson 116). In England, this rune came to symbolize a thorn. Presumably this was a result of Christianization (Elliott 46).        
	a, ansuz, meant god. Within the context of pre- Christian Northern Europe, this rune would refer to Odin and possibly, in earlier years, Tyr (Thorsson 117). In later years the rune changed phonetic values from a to o and would come to mean mouth (Elliott 54).        
	r, raido, meant riding or journey (Elliott 57). This could be a physical, mental, or spiritual journey. In some circles this rune meant wagon (Thorsson 118). This symbol was thought of in conjunction with the fertility cults of the Vanir. A religious icon representing a god or goddess of abundance was carried from village to village in a wagon (Ellis Davidson 94-95). Perhaps this is the origin of this rune.        
	k, kenaz, meant torch in the English futhark (Thorsson 119). Its original meaning is unclear. It might have meant ulcer (kaunaz) or skiff (kano). The latter might have alluded to the goddess Nerthus and her skiff (Elliott 57).      
	The common German futhark and its complex symbolic meanings spread quickly along trade routes. By 250 CE it was in common use throughout Northern Europe (Thorsson 11). Because the exact order of the futhark was thought to possess magical powers, this original runic script remained the written standard for nearly eight hundred years (Cooper 9). Aberrations in the futhark began appearing, however, for primarily linguistic reasons. Two distinct patterns of evolution can be observed: simplification and extension.      
	In England the original futhark formed the basis for an expanded thirty three rune system (Elliott 38). This Anglo Saxon modification reflects additions for phonemes that did not exist in the Germanic tongue, as well as further influence of the Latin alphabet (Thorsson 23-24). The English futhark developed in Northumbria around 800 CE (Elliott 38).      
	In Scandinavia and Denmark, the common futhark developed much differently. As their languages became more complex, the futhark was simplified. The twenty-four rune futhark was compacted into sixteen runes. Each rune held two or three phonetic values (Cooper 9). "The increasing use of runes for more practical purposes of daily life was no doubt largely responsible for such formal simplification" (Elliott 22). Most runes in the sixteen rune futhark were reduced to a single vertical stroke, which made the runes easier to carve (Elliott 22). This simplification was later carried to the extreme with the development of the Halsinge system in Sweden (Tyson 25). Created in the twelfth century, the Halsinge system radically reduced the common futhark into a sort of runic shorthand in which most or all vertical were eliminated (Elliott 22).      Great effort was made to preserve the spiritual tradition behind the runes, however. The order as well as the symbolic meaning of each rune that was not omitted remained the same (Thorsson 32-33). Rather than indicating religious fragmentation, the reduction of the futhark indicates a revitalized, more efficient system of magical ritual.      
	With the coming of Christianity runes and rune lore were effectively assimilated and corrupted (Thorsson 45). In 601 CE Pope Gregory showed tolerance toward pagan traditions and brought them within the domain of the Church (Tyson 26). Futharks became rune alphabets. Runes were stripped of their pagan symbols and were given Christian interpretations. The dotted Futhark, developed in Denmark during the reign of Valdemar the Conqueror, converted the runes into a completely Latin phonetic language (Thorsson 47). Essentially, the futhark became a Latin code.      
	Running parallel to the cultural and linguistic evolution of the runes is a history embedded in myth. To the average Germanic peasant, runes were natural and innately magical; they were a gift from Odin, the chief god of the Norse pantheon. The Poetic Edda deals specifically with the mythological origin and magical rituals surrounding Odin's gift. In the Havamal, Sayings of the High One, Odin stabs himself with his spear Gugnir and hangs himself from Yggdrassil, the world ash tree (Cooper 29).           

		"Odin said: I know that I hung on a high windy tree               
		for nine long nights; I had a spear wound - that was 
		Odin's work - I struck myself. No one can tell about that 
		tree, from what deep roots it rises. They brought me no 
		bread, no horn to drink from, I gazed toward the ground. 
		Crying aloud, I caught up runes; finally I fell" (Poetic 
		Edda  st.138-139). 

Odin suffers and gains the runes as a result. Odin shares his gift with humanity. Odin gives and receives "learning and magic" (Ellis Davidson 141). The runes cause Odin to grow and thrive (Thorsson 106). Rune magic became the central ritual for the cult of Odin (Cooper 31). Though Odin's self sacrifice can be likened to the Crucifixion, his suffering echoes a deeper pagan metaphor. Suffering for a gift, suffering for the runes, became a rite of initiation into Odin's following (Ellis Davidson 144).      It has been suggested by some scholars that Odin may have been a pre-mythological figure responsible for the creation of the first futhark. Such an Odin might have been a shaman of the proto-Germanic god Tir, Teiwaz. This Odin would have incorporated indigenous symbols with the Etruscan script (Cooper 30). Evidence to support the existence of pre-Odinnic runes can be found in the -änäsä(äTäpä +äSäSäßä. In stanzas 145-165 there
are eighteen songs, each one ascribed to a specific rune (Thorsson 107). The eleventh song instructed men to carve the rune of Tyr   , the older god, on their weapons and shields for protection and luck in battle (Ellis Davidson 57).      
	In essence, the -änäsä(äTäpä +äSäSäßä was a primer for rune ritual and meanings. The Sigrdrifumal section of the poem categorizes the runes of the common futhark by their sphere of influence: victory, protection, birth, surf, health, speech, and thought (Tyson 31). this section also describes twenty four items upon which the twenty four runes may be carved (Thorsson 107). In another section entitled the Grogaldr, the witch Groa sings nine songs which represent specific runes as well. Note: nine is also the number of days Odin hung from Yggdrassil to obtain the runes (Thorsson 108).      
	A secret and complex system of magic surrounded the runes, not unlike the Kabbalah and Hebrew in Jewish mysticism. It is the "ecological viewpoint" of the runes that sets them apart from other mystical traditions based on written symbols (Cooper 16). Knowledge of the runes and their hidden powers was reserved for a privileged few. Runemasters held a position of high esteem within their society. They usually wore bright garment which denoted their station (Blum 20). There is a description of a female runemaster in +ü=üTüdü (üFüsü -üsüSüºü=ü +üßütüßü.       

		"She wore a cloak set with stones along the hem. Around 
		her neck and covering her head she wore a hood lined with 
		white catskins. In one hand she carried a staff with a 
		knob on the end and at her belt, holding together her 
		long dress hung a charm pouch -Erik the Red's Saga" 
		(Blum 20).      

Runemasters were well versed in all rituals relating to runes from carving runes for good luck to casting runes for divine guidance. "In philosophy there is no division between the natural order of things and the diety/ies  which spawned it" (Cooper 16). The magic practised by the runemaster was firmly rooted in the natural world and the problems of common people.      Runes were used to endow personal items (weapons, helmets, combs, broaches, etc...) with magical properties, protect the dead with grave/memorial stones, as well as to seek divine inspiration and counsel (Thorsson 14). Runes are present on Viking artifacts of all sorts. One inscription reads: "May Marr [the name of the sword] spare nobody" (Bronsted 195). An inscription was found on the remains of a loom in the Lund Weaving Temple, presumably a curse left by a heartbroken woman: 
"Signor's Ingmar will have my sorrow" (Thorsson 40). Most inscriptions, though, were prayers for protection. The runic sequence MISTIL (      ) was very common. This could possibly relate to the death of Balder and mistletoe (Thorsson 40).      Unlike the secretive nature of smaller runic inscriptions, free standing runic stones were displayed in public (most were aptly supplied with curses for would be vandals!) (Bronsted 196). These stones (also called Géßé)é(éßé) could in some way be associated with pagan funeral rites (Thorsson 19). In most cases the entire futhark would be copied on the stone to grant magical assistance to the dead (Bronsted 195). A typical bauta would tell who erected it, who it was in memory of, and how the person died. In this manner were runes first used for simple communication aside from any magical implication.      
	There are over 5000 monuments still in existence today; over half of them are in Uppland, Sweeden (Bronsted 198). Two of the most famous stone were erected by King Harald Bluetooth of Denmark in memory of his parents. The Jelling stones, as they are known, provide as much information about King Harald as they do about the deceased: "Harald who conquered all Denmark and Norway and Christianized the Danes" (Bronsted 199). These stones lost their function as grave sites and became memorials for groups or individual achievements, especially road and bridge builders (Brondsted 202). Other stones were erected for mythological figures (the stone of Gripsholm is for the brother of Ingvarr) or whole armies who perished in battle (Thorsson 37). As the Germanic people began exploring and conquering, they left remnants of their culture (i.e. bautas and inscriptions) wherever they went. A now illegible runic inscription was found on a stone lion that once guarded the Greek harbor of Pireaus in the tenth and eleventh centuries. Where the Vikings went, the runes went also (Bronsted 210). The stones became permanent references for the old futhark. It is not surprizing, thus, that the English and the Danes would eventually modify the old futhark into their own runic scripts.      
	There is much literary evidence describing the actual practise of rune casting. As early as 98 CE Tacitus spoke of rune magic in his work ¦üsü=üfüßüeüTüßü.       

		"Augury and divination by lot no people practise more 
		diligently. The use of lots is simple. A little bough is 
		lopped off a fruit bearing tree and cut into small 
		pieces; these are distinguished by certain marks and 
		throw carelessly and at random over a white cloth.  In 
		public questions the priest of the particular state - in 
		private the father of the family -invokes the gods and 
		with his eye toward heaven takes up three pieces one at a 
		time and finds in them a meaning according to the marks      
		previously impressed on them" (Tyson 29). 

The Venerable Bede describes the escape of a man named Inma, whose bonds broke when he drew runes on the ground (Tyson 30). A tribe called the Heruli are mentioned in many works as being a people with great prowess in rune lore. They were reportedly expelled from Denmark. One of the greatest literary sources is the character Egil Skallagrimsson, the central figure of +
ütüTü8üºü=ü +üßütüßü. He was a runemaster, and many reports are given how he uses the runes to heal himself and others (Tyson 34). Upon being poisoned, Egil cures himself with the runes.       

		"Egil drew out a knife and stabbed the palm of his hand, 
		then he took the horn and carved runes on it and rubbed 
		the blood on them. He said:'I carve a rune on the horn I 
		redden the spell in blood these words I choose for your 
		ears...' The horn burst asunder, and the drink went down 
		the straw" (Thorsson 80). 

In another scene Egil carves runes under a sick woman's mattress to cure her (Tyson 34). There are many other examples present in the literature of the period. "Rune magic acts were common enough in the Viking and Middle Ages that they formed natural parts of the sagas, and they presented in what might be for some a surprisingly matter-of-fact way" (Thorsson 77).      
	From the evidence acquired from literary sources and artifacts, a vague outline of rune rituals can be inferred. The Havamal asks questions most basic to understanding the ritual: cutting, reading, painting, proving, praying, blood sacrifice, sending, and offering (Osborn, 181). Since no actual runestaves have survived, it is thought that they were small wooden sticks (probably birch or ash) flattened and shaped like horns (Tyson 32). The word stafr in old Norse means small stick as well as secret lore (Thorsson 43). Runes were cut into the sticks with a needle or chisel with a needle or chisel of some sort (Thorsson 42). The rune was then read aloud by the master before it was stained in blood. Proving and praying was most probably a secret oral tradition long since lost, calling for the aid of the gods, Odin in particular. Sending the runes was the act of throwing the runes onto a white cloth to be interpreted (Tyson 93). Blood sacrifice and offering most likely referred to the suffering of Odin to gain the runes. Some sort of physical pain may have been necessary for certain rituals. The berserks would often fill their runes with their own blood before a battle (Tyson 93).      From a Christian perspective these rituals were barbaric. The early missionaries quickly put an end to daily rune magic. The
y could not, however, erase the physical presence of the runes themselves. Instead of trying to eradicate them, early Christian missionaries turned the runes to their advantage. Rune poems, menmonic devices used to teach peasants the phonetic and symbolic values of runes, were altered to display Christian themes (Osborn 17). Such poems existed in England, Norway, and Iceland (Osborn 18). The Christian Old English rune poem emphasizes the word honor (domes hleotan) where the original poem meant (domes- to cast his lot, hleotan- for judgement) (Osborn 19). In this manner the oracular nature of such poems was de-emphasized without eradicating the poem as a mnemonic device (Osborn 20).      
	The question then becomes why did the monks bother? The fact they preserved the poem and that it is still extant implies that they saw some value in the runes themselves. Furthermore, this might indicate very strong spiritual and cultural ties to the past in Northern European life. Even after succumbing to Christianity, these people were not willing to abandon their ancient oracles. The evolution of the runes from simple ideograms to a full blown futhark to virtual extinction demonstrates how this ancient spiritual connection was sublimated by Christianity. The connection has not been severed, for runes and their esoteric meanings still exist. Perhaps the runes point to a flaw inherent in Christianity: that the spiritual nature of humanity cannot be sectioned off from the rest of human experience without a fundamental shift in societal attitudes. Perhaps Christians never learned what the German pagans knew so well. Human spirituality can be as simple as removing a cow from a bog. 

Epilogue

	Fjolnir's body swung from the tree. The rope tightened. His neck jerked. Was this the journey the Norns had intended for him? The cross bearers had caught him. They did not understand. He was only casting runes to rid her house of rats. His body seered with pain, but Fjolnir would  not struggle. He wanted to hang for nine days; he wanted to cry aloud and catch up runes. Instead Fjolnir went limp and his @"last breath left his body. His hand, now white knuckled and tightly clenched, still held a single piece of birchwood. Was this the journey the Norns had intended for him?                                                              
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